NUCLEAR ACADEMIC RESEARCH ARTWORK FUNDRAISER APRIL 22nd 11am – 1pm
Catmull Gallery, Warnock Engineering Building
“FIRST EVER, NUCLEAR RESEARCH ART EXHIBITION”

Objective
Art exhibition fundraiser to sponsor the nuclear honor society, Alpha Nu Sigma, scholarship fund for the promotion of our national future in nuclear engineering

Method
Nuclear engineering undergraduate & graduate students compiled visual representations of their research to present collectors with a look inside the nuclear world

Results
A first of a kind art exhibition to sponsor honor society students’ pursuits towards increasing our national interest in the fields of nuclear science and technology

Funds donated to this art exhibition will be used to provide a University of Utah Nuclear Engineering Program (UNEP) Scholarship under the name of the Alpha Nu Sigma (ANΣ) Nuclear Honor Society

SUPPORTING HONOR SOCIETY STUDENTS

INCREASING NATIONAL STEM OPPURTUNITIES

UNIQUE & INNOVATIVE FUNDRAISER

U of U Nuclear Engineering Program Contact Information
UNEP Director Endowed Chair Professor: Dr. Tatjana Jevremovic
Email: Tatjana.Jevremovic@utah.edu